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Executive summary
Open Compute has had a significant impact
on the thinking about data center design.
Until now, the focus has been on systems at
the rack level, leaving unanswered questions
about the power infrastructure upstream of
the rack. In this paper, we address critical
questions about the implications of Open
Compute on the upstream power infrastructure, including redundancy, availability, and
flexibility. We introduce simplified reference
designs that support OCP and provide a
capital cost analysis to compare traditional
and OCP-based designs. We also present
an online TradeOff Tool that allows data center decision makers to better understand the
cost differences and cost drivers to various
architectures.
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Introduction

Power architectures
& reference designs
Power architecture refers to the
basic, high level structure of
how power is distributed from
the utility down to the IT racks.
A data center reference design
is a specific instance of an
architecture based a specified
set of performance characteristics (i.e. capacity, density,
redundancy level, efficiency
rating).
A Schneider Electric reference
design covers the electrical,
mechanical, and IT spaces and
includes electrical one lines,
piping diagrams, floor layouts
and equipment lists. These
tools are designed to help
simplify and accelerate
planning by making it easy to
compare and contrast design
alternatives to come to quick
agreement on key project
parameters. Schneider Electric
designs can be found at:
http://designportal.apc.com/dcr
d/pages/filter.html
For this analysis power
architectures were developed
and example reference designs
were made based on these
generic architectures. The one
lines shown in this paper are
from these reference designs.
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The efforts of the Open Compute Project (OCP) have opened up an important
dialog about the design of data centers. The discussions and detailed specs thus
far, have focused primarily on the IT and the rack. In addition, statements about
savings have been made without documentation as to how these savings are
achieved. This has left some uncertainty as to what the impacts are on the upstream power architecture. We believe that for Open Compute to be widely adopted, we need electrical architectures designed not only with OCP principles in mind,
but that also offer a level of redundancy and maintainability that data center operators expect, as well as the flexibility to support both traditional and Open Compute IT
equipment.
This paper addresses the following critical questions about the electrical architecture
we believe data center managers will want to fully understand before considering an
OCP adoption.
• How do OCP rack/server designs affect the upstream electrical infrastructure?
• Can I still achieve 2N redundancy (sometimes referred to as tier 3)?
• How do I support traditional and OCP loads in the same data center?
We present two Open Compute power architectures as well as a simplified version
that supports mixed loads. We also analyze their capital costs and how they
compare to a traditional 2N data center architecture, and discuss the key variables
that drive the analysis. Note that this paper assumes the reader has knowledge of
the OCP Open Rack standard.
2

Figure 1 is a capital cost summary comparing these architectures (including costs
from MV switchgear down to and including the rack and server power supplies).
The degree of cost savings varies depending on redundancy and the required mix of
IT equipment (OCP and traditional). Relative to the traditional 2N data center, the
Open Compute specific 1N architecture provides a 45% capex savings, while the
Open Compute specific 2N architecture provides a 25% savings. OCP-specific
designs, however, may be limiting for many data centers. A simplified 2N architecture that supports mixed loads represents a 3% premium over the OCP specific 2N
design – a small premium for the flexibility it offers in supporting different IT equipment types.

Figure 1
Capex summary of
traditional vs. OCP
power architectures

2
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http://www.opencompute.org/about/ (last accessed on 3/4/16)
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1.95€/watt represents the simplified 2N design cost with 100% OCP loads. Moving to 100% traditional
loads would add 0.21€/watt more. This is discussed in detail in the cost analysis section of the paper.
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Each of these designs, and the details of the cost analysis, including where the cost
savings comes from, are described in the following sections.

Traditional 2N
power
architecture

There are many approaches to distributing power from a data center’s utility
source(s) to the IT load(s). The selection of the appropriate configuration is determined by the availability needs, risk tolerances, types of loads in the data center,
budgets, and existing infrastructure. White Paper 75, Comparing UPS System
Design Configurations, describes the 5 key power/UPS architectures and highlights
the advantages and disadvantages of each. In this paper, we focus on one common
design with two utility sources, a shared generator system/bus, 2N centralized
UPSs, and 2N distribution to the loads (sometimes referred to as tier 3). Cross ties
are placed at the medium voltage (MV) and low voltage (LV) distribution levels to
allow for concurrent maintenance while still providing redundant sources of power to
the critical load. A load bank is also included on the output of the UPS. Figure 2
illustrates this common architecture.
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Data center managers commonly expect redundancy and maintainability objectives
to be achieved through an architecture like this. However, if we shift the mindset
from “I have to provide power to redundant server power supplies at all times” to “I
can rely on the inherent redundancy of my server power supplies during
maintenance”, we can:
• Eliminate unnecessary components like cross ties, their related breakers, load
banks, and one of the UPS systems and its batteries that add cost and
complexity.
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• Save the capital expense of oversizing switchgear and cabling required to
simultaneously support critical load and UPS load bank testing. Some UPSs
can simulate a load without the need for a load bank. In the cost analysis
section, we quantify these savings.

Alternative
architectures to
support OCP
loads

When we shift from an environment with traditional IT loads to one with 100% Open
Compute IT loads, the architecture upstream is impacted. Since the server power
supplies (PSU) are consolidated and the battery backup units (BBU) are placed at
the rack level, the upstream UPS is eliminated. Two designs are presented below
as examples of what this new upstream power architecture could look like.

Open Compute Specific 1N
Figure 3 below illustrates an OCP-specific 1N (sometimes referred to as tier 1)
3
power architecture . This design aligns with the simplicity and cost-reduction
mindset of OCP, and has the following attributes:
• Single path to the IT load
• Minimal breaker count
• No centralized UPS, and instead 1N BBU within the rack
• OCP servers with 1N PSU within the rack

Figure 3
Example of simple, costreduced power architecture to support OCP

3

Although Figure 3 shows two PSU and BBU, they are NOT redundant. The top PSU and BBU provide
1N power to the servers in the top half of the rack, and bottom PSU and BBU provide 1N power to the
servers in the bottom half of the rack. Note that the BBU provides power to the server PSU. The PSU
and BBU act as a UPS for the entire rack.
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This architecture is not likely to be widely adopted, however, as it requires downtime
of critical loads in order to conduct maintenance on many of the components in the
upstream power path.

Open Compute Specific 2N
Figure 4 illustrates a 2N (or tier 3) power architecture. This design allows for
maintenance activity or component failures to occur upstream without bringing down
IT loads. This design has the following attributes:
• Dual utility feeds with shared generator/bus
• Dual paths to the IT load
• No centralized UPS
• BBU within the rack for only 1 power path
• OCP servers with 2N PSU

Figure 4
Example of OCP-style
power architecture with
redundancy upstream

Note that although this design offers 2N power paths to the critical load, there is only
1N BBU. Removing the redundant BBU reduces capital expense.

A simplified 2N
architecture to
support mixed
loads

The above two architectures assume 100% OCP-style loads, with consolidated
power supplies and battery backup within the rack. While those designs are simple
and homogenous, the biggest question we see arising is: what happens if the data
center has a mix of traditional loads and OCP IT loads?
Data center managers generally have a refresh policy for their IT equipment. As
servers reach end-of-life, they may consider adopting OCP servers. This is likely to
happen at the rack or pod level, though, and not at the data center level. The mix of
loads may gradually transition from mostly traditional loads to mostly OCP over a
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number of years. Or in some cases, they may feel there is a need to continue with
traditional servers for certain applications, and maintain a hybrid environment long
term.
Because mixed load environments are expected, we believe the architecture in
Figure 5 is the most likely to be adopted. To see the complete reference design for
this architecture, see Reference Design 62. This design has the following attributes:
• Dual utility feeds with shared generator/bus
• A UPS upstream to support both traditional and OCP loads (one path only)
• OCP loads with 2N PSU and no BBU within the rack
• Traditional loads with 2N PSU

Figure 5
Example architecture to
support mix of traditional
and OCP loads

Cost analysis

Understanding the cost trade-offs is a crucial variable to making an informed
decision about which upstream architecture is right for a particular data center. We
analyzed the capital expense of each of the reference designs, from the utility
feed(s) down to and including the IT rack and server power supplies. For each
design, we calculated the material costs for the MV level, LV level, pod level, and
rack level. The approach we took for the analysis was as follows:
• Scenario 1: Compare cost of traditional tier 3 to OCP tier 1 (the simplest, most
cost effective implementation of OCP)
• Scenario 2: Compare cost of traditional tier 3 to OCP tier 3 (the more likely
redundancy requirement of typical data center managers)
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• Scenario 3: Compare cost of OCP tier 3 to mixed-load design (This will determine the premium for an architecture that offers flexibility of mixed loads)
• Sensitivity analysis: Perform sensitivity analysis on key drivers to demonstrate impact on results
Costs for subsystems were based on actual deployed projects, provided by the
Schneider Electric project execution team for a 9.6 MW data center with rack
densities of 10 kW/rack. Costs were normalized in €/watt. Table 1 and Table 2
provide the key assumptions about the power supply (PSU), battery sizing, and
costs for scenarios 1, 2, and 3.
Table 1
PSU assumptions

Variable

Traditional data center

OCP-style data center

0.07€*

0.06€**

Not applicable

0.03€**

PSU redundancy factor

2

1 for 1N OCP;
2 for 2N OCP and Mixed-load

PSU oversizing factor

3

1.2

0.07€ x 2 x 3 = 0.42€

(0.06€ + 0.03€) x 1 x 1.2 = 0.11€ for 1N OCP
(0.06€ + 0.03€) x 2 x 1.2 = 0.22€ for 2N OCP

PSU price per PSU watt
PSU shelf price per PSU watt

PSU price per IT load watt

* Price quoted from multiple IT and PSU vendors
**Prices are estimates based on Schneider Electric design

Table 2
Battery assumptions

Variable

Traditional data center

OCP-style data center

VRLA

Lithium-ion

5 minutes

4 minutes

Centralized in UPS

Rack-based

Battery cost per watt

0.06€ for 1N UPS
0.11€ for 2N UPS

0.17€

Battery shelf per watt

Not applicable

0.03€

25°C (77°F)

25°C (77°F)

Battery type
Battery run time
Battery placement

Operating temperature

Findings
In Scenario 1, we compared the traditional design to the most simple OCP design –
the 1N (tier 1) architecture. This was the starting point of the analysis because we
believe 1N OCP best represented the philosophies of Open Compute in terms of
cost reduction and simplicity. This scenario provided the greatest capital cost
savings of 45%. It is important to remember, however, that these two designs
represent very different availability and maintainability levels (tier 3 vs. tier 1).
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Power supplies and
Open Compute
An important change in Open
Compute architectures versus
traditional architectures is that
the power supplies are
removed from the IT equipment
and consolidated into the rack.
For cost comparison purposes,
this change is significant
because the cost of the power
supply, which has historically
been associated with the IT
gear, now becomes part of the
physical infrastructure. Our
analysis shows that there is
significant savings realized by
this consolidation of power
supplies, however, this has
been difficult to quantify due to
the nature of the power supply
cost being included as part of
the IT equipment.
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Figure 6 illustrates the cost of the two architectures, and also where the savings
come from. The biggest savings results from the elimination of redundant compo4
nents, including switchgear, UPS/batteries, and power distribution. This redundancy represented 0.79€/watt or 31%. Removing these components first, allows us to
have an apples-to-apples comparison of 1N architectures so we can see the impact
of OCP design changes (e.g. removing the UPS, consolidating power supplies, and
moving the batteries to the rack).
The rack system, which includes the physical rack and the rack power distribution
unit (rPDU) represented a 0.03€/watt or a 1% cost adder for OCP. The rack is more
expensive, primarily because of the integrated 12-volt bus. The rack rPDU is less
expensive for OCP because it is a basic 1-to-1 connector vs. an outlet strip with
many outlets for individual servers. Combined, these two represent a small premium.
Eliminating the UPS upstream represented a 0.20€/watt or an 8% savings between
architectures. Moving the batteries from the centralized UPS to the rack with battery
backup units (BBUs) represented a 0.14€/watt or a 5% premium.
Lastly, the server power supplies represented a 0.31€/watt or a 12% savings.
Consolidation of the power supplies at the rack-level instead of individual serverlevel, better right-sizing, and reducing redundancy of the PSUs are the drivers to this
savings.

Figure 6
Comparison of traditional
2N vs. OCP-specific 1N

While this first scenario demonstrated a significant savings of 45%, we also know
that the majority of data center managers expect redundancy of components so they
are able to concurrently maintain components upstream without downtime. For this
reason, we then compared the traditional architecture to the 2N (tier 3) OCP-style
design (Scenario 2).
When traditional 2N is compared to an OC-specific 2N, the savings is approximately
25%. As the waterfall diagram in Figure 7 illustrates, “architecture simplification”
represented 0.36€/watt or a 14% savings. Included in this simplification is the
4

Note, in the traditional data center, 2N or redundant server power supplies are always assumed, even
when we remove upstream redundant components. This is because traditional servers are generally
purchased with redundant power supplies, regardless of the upstream architecture.
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elimination of cross ties, unnecessary breakers, the load bank, and one of the
UPS/batteries (the UPS design has only one path with battery back-up). These
items were discussed in the Traditional 2N power architecture section, as ways of
simplifying and cost-reducing any architecture, independent of what is downstream
(OCP or not).
The rack system in this comparison is a slight savings, instead of a premium. This
is because although the rack itself is a premium for OCP, the power distribution
savings is bigger than the Scenario 1 comparison, since there are two rPDUs per
rack and the traditional rPDUs are more expensive. The net savings is 0.01€/watt or
a <1% savings.
The UPS and battery differences are identical from the previous comparison, since
the same architectural changes are made.
The server power supplies represent a 0.20€/watt or an 8% savings. This number is
smaller than in Scenario 1 because the OCP-specific 2N design assumes servers
with redundant power supplies.

Figure 7
Comparison of traditional
2N vs. OCP-specific 2N

For Scenario 3, we looked at the cost differences of the OCP-specific 2N (requiring
100% OCP loads) to the simplified 2N (flexible to handle both traditional and OCP
loads). Figure 8 illustrates the result of this scenario. The 0.06€/watt or 3%
premium (light blue bar) represents the cost difference of the two architectures
excluding the server power supply differences. These costs include removing the
BBUs in the rack, and adding a UPS and batteries upstream.
The orange bars represent the additional premium charged for the traditional server
power supplies when traditional loads represent a portion of the load. As the
percentage of traditional load increases, the penalty becomes larger. This is
because, as discussed earlier, the traditional IT loads have a higher PSU cost due
to oversizing compared to the consolidated OCP PSUs.
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Figure 8
Comparison premium
for simplified 2N
architecture, dependent
on load mix

As Table 1 states, the analysis thus far assumed traditional PSUs with a cost of
0.42€/watt of IT load. This was based off of an oversizing factor of 3. Since the
premium paid for the flexible architecture is highly sensitive to the PSU cost, we did
a sensitivity analysis to demonstrate how the premium would vary as the PSU
oversizing varied. Figure 9 illustrates the results of varying the oversizing factor
from 2 to 4.5 or 0.28-63€/watt of IT load. With a mix of 50% traditional and 50%
OCP, the premium for the traditional power supplies varies from 5%-15%, and when
the load is 100% traditional, the premium varies from 8%-26%.
It is important to remember, however, that this premium is driven by the IT
load, not the power architecture. When loads are 100% OCP, the cost premium for the flexible architecture is 3%.

Figure 9
Impact of traditional
PSU sizing on capex
premium

An online TradeOff Tool (Traditional vs. Open Compute Capital Cost Calculator) was
developed to help illustrate the capital cost differences of traditional and OCP-style
power architectures. The tool allows users to select designs with varying levels of
redundancy, as well as adjust the power supply cost to see the overall capex
differences. Charts illustrate the breakdown of costs, so users can see what
subsystems are driving the cost differences. Figure 10 is a screenshot of the tool.
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Figure 10
TradeOff Tool to illustrate
cost comparison and cost
drivers

Lithium-ion
batteries

Lithium-ion technology can achieve the same amount of energy in one third the
footprint and one third the weight. This has enabled the rack-based approach for
batteries in the OCP-style architectures discussed in this paper. The technology
also offers other advantages over VRLA batteries such as faster re-charge time and
longer life span. See White Paper 229, Battery Technology for Data Centers: VRLA
vs. Li-ion, for more details on these differences.
In the context of traditional vs. OCP power architectures, it is important to separate
out the discussion of battery technology from placement of the battery within the
architecture. There are pro’s and con’s of having a centralized UPS/battery, and
likewise, there are pro’s and con’s of having a decentralized battery system at the
rack-level. Table 3 illustrates these differences.

Storage
Table 3
Benefits of centralized
vs. decentralized
energy storage
placement

Benefits
Flexibility to support mix of OCP and traditional IT
Isolation of battery problems from IT equipment
Frees up U space in the IT rack
Minimize stranded capacity of batteries
Less batteries to manage
Filtering and transient protection from upstream UPS

Centralized
(upstream of the rack)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Decentralized
(at the rack)

• Fault isolation
• Incremental deployment
• Maintainability
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Open Compute has opened up a public dialog on data center design to help move
the industry forward. However, uncertainty about implications on the power infrastructure upstream of OCP racks still exists. Savings claims have been made
without quantifying the sources of those savings, and there has been a lack of
detailed documentation on what the upstream power architecture should look like.
For these reasons, Schneider Electric has developed and documented reference
designs, and created a framework and cost analysis to help compare designs.
This paper presented these publicly available reference designs and answers
common questions about redundancy, flexibility and cost of traditional, OCPspecific, and simplified mixed-load architectures.
Our analysis demonstrated that:
• the key drivers to the 45% savings between a traditional 2N and an OCPspecific 1N are the reduction in redundancy and the server power supply
differences.
• architecture simplification represents 14% of the 25% savings between a traditional 2N and an OCP-specific 2N. In other words, these savings are independent of load type. Traditional data centers can benefit from these simplifications as well.
• a simplified 2N architecture that is flexible to support mixed-loads (with an
upstream UPS), has a small premium of 3% over an OCP-specific architecture. We believe this is the most likely architecture to be adopted.
• server power supply cost and load mix are highly sensitive variables that impact capital cost.
• it is important to separate out the discussion of battery technology from placement of the battery within the architecture.
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